




The Tum Drum – Lyrics 

Oh, the tum drum, the tum drum,
The rumbly grumbly tum drum,
The tum drum, the tum drum, 
The ŝnest drum for me. 
And I shall play the tum drum, 
The round as current bun drum,
I shall play the tum drum, the ŝnest drum for me.

The toe tap, the toe tap,
The happy, tappy toe tap,
The toe tap, the toe tap,
The ŝnest tap for me.
And I shall play the toe tap,
The give my mom a nap tap,
I shall play the toe tap, the ŝnest tap for me.

The wave about, the wave about,
The wave my arms around about,
The wave about, the wave about,
The ŝnest wave for me.
And I shall play the wave about,
The bend them in and stretch them out,
I shall play the wave about, the ŝnest wave for me.

Tick Tock

This song explores excitement, anticipation, vocalising and movement. 

Listen to the steady beat of the song and tap baby’s back or gently rock baby 
in time. If you have a shaker gently tap it on babyƀs body, so that they can 
hear the sound and feel the beat.

         As baby gets stronger, help them test their strength by standing on 
you knee whilst holding them.  Let baby jiggle and bounce and 

then the exciting bit - lift them up in the air when the 
clock goes CUCKOO!



Use your voice expressively using an exciting high 
pitch and loud/soft dynamics. Listen to the sounds that 
your baby makes and imitate them.

Encourage older babies to form/sing the word ſcuckooƀ

Up and Down

This song encourages movement, association of words to movement and the meaning of 
words and concepts; balancing, stretching, singing.

Using scarves encourages your baby to stretch and reach and explore the 
different textures. With very young babies gently waft the scarf over the baby in 
an up and down and side to side movement. Support their heads and spines 
when rocking them from side to side or back to front - especially if the baby is 
at arm’s length.  

Older babies will start to recognise words with actions by copying you with the 
scarf. Up, down, side to side, round and round.

What Shall We Do?

This song is a sea shanty from the 1830s, written about tasks undertaken on big ships. 
This is a great knee bouncing song! It encourages fun/liveliness and expectation.

Explore making up lots of different actions to the words eg. Ɓclap their hands 
and tap their toes, stroke their hair and tap their nose, tap their back and blow 
on their neckƂ. Lift baby up in the air for ſHooray!ƀ

Tap and Tap

Babies often associate sound with movement.  This song helps babies discover that 
silence is powerful and that rests in music are as important as the notes. It is also a 
good example of how changing the tempo (speed) and dynamic (louds and softs) of the 
song can be exciting.      

 





Two or more babies around a basket will often communicate 
with each other and compare sounds. Try and have a few 
objects that are the same ie. two shakers, two wooden spoons, two 
lemon squeezers etc. Babies may also invite you join in with them by 
picking up an instrument to show you and then picking up another one up 
for you join in with them. They are initiating communication with you! Try to copy 
exactly what they do. By copying them you are valuing what they are doing. If they 
tap an object twice, do the same thing with the same intensity. If they are playing loudly 
perhaps initiate a change to playing softly. Who is leading? Child or adult? These roles 
will alternate as the game progresses!   

Often babies want to explore on their own. Sit nearby so that you can offer security and 
conŝdence.  

Regularly change the objects around in the basket and discard items if they are no 
longer of any use. You could try a soft bag of fabrics or a basket of mainly wooden 


